
09068: "thoughts recorded mostly on my way to the train station in culemborg and

plan"

italian  authorities  and  still  reflecting  on  my  determination  to  go  for  such  a 

outside  and  much  to  prepare  for  proposing  the  building  of  the  shrine  to  the 

09067:  "recording   my   thoughts   on   a   less   regular   base   now   with   a   strong   wind 

flying to sweden having days using very little objects"

holiday there before driving all the way back to the netherlands and from there 

cities till at last going to italy with my brother-in-law's family and only doing 

trying to live a normal life doing some renovation work and exploring a few dutch 

italian authorities for the building of my shrine in the mountains and nonetheless 

01166: "a month spent to begin with in holland preparing for my meeting with the 

prospect to move to the mountains"

and  then  through  germany  and  in  the  netherlands  feeling  only  very  happy  of  the 

mountains and later traveling back to the netherlands first stopping at florian 

taking care of the apartment generated and then feeling much better walking in the 

to  sunny  italy  but  feeling  very  bad  about  the  bad  reviews  that  my  turkish  guy 

04099: "a month feeling quite fed up of the gray dutch weather and finally going 

bassano"

later taking my brother-in-law and his family around for walks in the alps and in 

rotterdam  before  going  for  a  short  holiday  in  italy  walking  around  venice  and 

to a 3d print shop there and walking amsterdam but mostly taking a long walk in 

weather and walking in culemborg but also a lot in utrecht going for several day 

05112:  "a  month  walking  quite  extensively  in  the  netherlands  despite  the  bad 

san francisco"

assistants and also an american artist working for google who later hosted me in 

visitors   to   the   exhibition   but   also   a   graffiti   artist   and   the   two   curators 

friend florian who drove me down to his atelier farm in south of germany and some 

10096: "people met during my exhibition in frankfurt including my future to come 

the kings in egypt again telling the story of a creature usurped by modern humans"

the mountain work and getting fully inspired by documentaries watched on valley of 

08075: "finally some peace of mind to write my fables now in culemborg away from 

many ideas there exploring bengalore and walking many kilometers"

spending a few days with jacek before leaving for south india and getting quite 

14118:  "ideas  got  at  first  traveling  from  stockholm  to  venice  and  then  there 

camera to photograph the result"

sick  of  the  gray  dutch  weather  outside  this  time  also  using  my  new  small  sony 

already existing draft i made having now lost a bit of my hand and feeling quite 

07083:  "painting  executed  after  a  period  of  break  in  italy  and  fixing  up  the 



readings of fascist warfare in africa"

this time focusing on the fanatical extremism of an offspring maybe inspired by my 

also only later hearing that in fact there animals in the zoo mixing races and 

with august but only in the mist of writing seeing a documentary about them and 

08076:  "and  writing  about  hyenas  after  seeing  them  long  before  in  a  dutch  zoo 

jewish and polish"

particularly a group of girls studying in bremen but with various background like 

from  montreal  met  on  the  pland  before  meeting  doctorate  students  met  in  london 

10097: "swedish girls friends of my old russian friend pyotr and a canadian girl 

quite a high speed but getting a pain in my left knee"

with and only in utrecht getting back my energy and also on the way back keeping 

utrecht to bring an italian book back to the library and going quite slow to begin 

06068: "taking advantage of a nice day in holland and taking a long bike ride to 

for a long time"

tracking shoes and not really feeling any pain in my back despite having not run 

allow him to catch his breath and buying new running shoes while keeping myself 

to make him to sleep and going not so fast making him to rest quite a few time to 

down the old railroad where i used to take him when he was little on the stroller 

spending period spent in sweden at the countryside with august running with him 

06067: " trying to run in a nearby cow field by the river in holland and later 

alone and with wind and not so good weather"

with a new saddle and later biking to a small village to the south of culemborg 

holland and going down the west coast trying to bike moderately next to her and 

06066: "going on a nice bike ride with pregnant myrthe taking the train to north 

related to terrorism particularly in the united states and natural catastrophes"

but  getting  most  of  the  time  only  gossips  and  only  a  few  times  some  news  both 

12134: "being very regular reading the news both on-line and watching television 

bodies"

experiencing quite some bad weather seeing still quite some creatures and naked 

and   later   in   the   netherlands   spending   most   of   my   time   alone   in   utrecht 

a seminar with my colleagues in a country villa and trying to spend time outside 

17082: "clouds observed first in sweden at the beginning of the summer going for 

again my construction"

driving back through france and walking up to an abandoned castle inspiring once 

critical on society but then at last going to italy and recording more thoughts 

my determination to move to the mountains and build the shrine becoming thus quite 

also walking around even on the platform waiting for the train and slowly loosing 


